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On Friday the Merced Police conducted a compliance check on local businesses throughout
the city to make sure they have a second hand dealer’s license to purchase gold and silver.
For the past several months, the department has been receiving several complaints regarding
local business buying jewelry from individuals off the streets. It is believed that most of the
jewelry being bought has been stolen.
Detective Paul Johnson recently contacted several business in Merced that was known to the
department for buying property. Johnson informed them to stop buying items off the street from
individuals until they obtain a second hand dealers license. Johnson then explained to them
the processes of obtaining a license and provided them with a package out lining the laws.
Johnson also had the store representative sign a paper stating they had been advised of the
law. By law, business who want to buy jewelry or other property need to obtain a second hand
dealers license through the State. They can obtain and application through the Merced Police
Department. The license through the State cost three hundred dollars and is good for two
years. After obtaining the license they are required to keep a receipt showing the items they
have purchased and must maintain the item for thirty days. If a store is found to be in violation
of this they can be fined up to fifteen hundred dollars on the first offense, twenty five hundred
dollars on the second and up too twenty five thousand on the third.
During the compliance check an undercover officer was sent into the establishment. The
officer would attempt to sell items to the employee or owner. During the undercover operation,
the officer was told several times about other stores unknown to the department buying
property. A total of 15 businesses were contacted throughout the day. The operation netted
four businesses out of compliance.

The department is trying to accomplish two things will the operation. We are trying to get all the
business purchasing property off the street to be in compliance with the law. Second we are
trying to make it harder for criminals to sell stolen property to businesses throughout the city,
since we believe most of the property being sold is stolen.
If anyone has questions about a second hand dealer’s license or want to obtain a second hand
dealers license, they can contact Lt. Matthews at (209) 385-8885.
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